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t as thev I h" first time I came across
seatDin I Yeti bikes was back in 1986
to trght- I at m,v tirst NITB event in the
I was an mountainvillage ofLaBourboule.
tot close The French called MTBs'funny
rat tube. bikes'at the time and most riders
)ant that were on motorbike handlebarred
frame - MBKs or what would now be
ly dam- regarded as Peugeot shoppers with-

out the baskets.
led sad- I was riding for a German Muddy
:table as Fox team on the at-that-time-state-ol

the-arI Courier. A Yeti team had
flown in from the USA, blitzed every-
one, and then got disqualified for not

seating, understanding the small print about
lr atten- signing on every day.

Anyway, their bikes were light
years ahead of even my Muddy Fox
and the speed at which they tackled
the mega-downhill was a sight for
grit-encrusted eyes. I got to ride one
of the bikes, and the memory has
stuck. I've still got a Yeti card in my
collection - with an invite to John
Parker's workshop.

The,4RCtest bike is the first Yeti
I've ridden since then. MTBs have
moved on a bit and Yetis have
moved a bit further still. They have
their own unique aspects of design
and a high profile through riders like
downhiller Missy Giove who is still
capable of wowing the race scene
from time to time.

The chassis
The Yeti mainframe boasts several
features that make it stand out from
the crowd. Using custom-designed
Easton ProGram butted aluminium
tubes, the main triangle has a super-
fat down tube, a heavily ovalised top
tube (almost flat on the sides but
superthin walled) and a relatively
thick-walled seat tube extending to
half an inch above the top tube. The
rear triangle has become something
of a Yeti trademark, with the seat
and chainstays formed from single
Ioops of aluminium tube, BMX style,
with beefy drop-outs attached by
substantial welds to the top.

With loads of space for even the
fattest tyres, excellent cable guide
positioning throughout and an obvi-
ous emphasis on durability rather
than dainty finesse in the welding
department, the .4RC frame encom-
passes all that a true trailhead could
ask for. It's not just a poser's
machine. It represents another
seven years of committed in-house
frame building since the first Yeti
sightings on this side of the Atlantic.

The forks
Manitou 2s are a worthy choice on a

bike of this calibre because a Yeti
cries out to be ridden in a wav that

Yeli ARC
demands suspension forks. Conse-
quently the progressive, soft ride of
the Manitous over an assortment of
ferocious terrain complements the
handling of a machine like this and
increases manoeuvrability in areas
where a rigid front end would cause
the rider to lose faith in, and contact
with, the bike.

The groupset
As befits a custom-built machine, a
mix-and-match approach has been
adopted. XTR is the dominant theme,
supplying the rear mech, cassette
hub (12-28) and brake callipers.

XT levers in both the brake and
gear department are a welcome
sight, although it has to be said it's
not particularly easy to keep XI
thumbshifters running sweetly on an
8 speed XZR sprocket cluster. Pre-
cise adjustment is essential to main-
tain 100 per cent shifts.

At the front of the drivetrain,
Cook Bros. Racing provide the
cranks, fitted with Pace 28138148

rings and a superlight and easily
adjustable Synchros titanium bot-
tom bracket (1659, compared to 2559
for an XIR unit).

The wheels
Mavic's SUP CD rims are one of the
strongest, but by no means the light-
est, around. With XfR hubs, each
wheel weighed in at over 1509 more
than those on the Fat Chance. BLrI

then again, it's sometimes nice to
know that there's a safety margin of
extra strength built in for those
unplanned moments when the
adrenaline hit is almost as big as the

hazard that's about to make contact
with your front wheel.

The tyre choice was excellent,
with a Specialized. Storm Control on
the back and. aCannibal on the front,
although our personal preference
would be for the extra cushioning of
the 2.2inchers rather than the l.Ss
that were fitted. That said, even the
1.8s provide one of the grippiest tyre
combinations around at the moment,
with the Storm Conlrol showing a par-
ticular talent for sticking like a leech

Not only does it
feel solidly built,
the Yeti manages to
provide a light and
lively ride
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dy units that flatter both the superb
overall build standards of the ARC
and the low weight (24.751b). A Selle
Italia Flite saddle, Yeti stamped grips
and SPD pedals provide the appro-
priate quality rider contact points.

The ride
The main feel of the Yeti,4RC is of
robust, but remarkably nimble, han-
dling. On some bikes, those two qual-
ities are far removed from one
another, with 'robust' meaning over-
build and'nimble' implying liveliness
and light weight.

The/RC has both. The light stiff
tubes help the bike to skip across
rough terrain, shedding much of the
lighter trail punishment through the
main frame structure and taking the
big hits through the Manitous, while
the substantial construction of the
frame maintains a structural integri-
ty that further boosts confidence in
the long-term experience of the Yeti
building stable.

Confidence aside, the ARC was
super-reactive when both climbing
and descending, a little harsher over
the bumps than the Fat Chance and
the Orange but really at home along
the technical single track that typi-
fied some of the long clifftop rides on
the Algarve.

Of the three Yeti models avail-

able in the UK, we would recommend
the ARC as the real 'racer' - it truly
excels at speed and offers a long top

tube and ride posture that Put it
among the hardcore machines.

At a price of 51,800 for the frame,

Manitou forks, headset and stem,

the ,4RC offers better value for

money than some other USA born-

and-bred machines although, as with

so many other imported superbikes,

the import taxes and dealer margins

have to be looked upon as the cost ol

its rarity value on top of the basic

worth of the bike.
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Sometimes it's
worth forking out a

little €xtrd just to
get the right badge
on your bike'

on the sort of climbs that make You
give up before you've even got Your
temple veins bulging.

The other bits
Synchros are the dominant force
here, providing bars, bar ends, stem
and seatpin, all superlight and stur-
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Klein R.crsccll
hen you listen to some-
one being introduced to
a Klein for the first time.

words like cute, beautiful or sexY
are not unusual!

They sum up the 'work of art'
image that each Klein portrays and,

despite their superfat tubes, Kleins
manage to exude a delicacY of form
that counters the macho imagerY
projected by many other bikes.

There are no chunky, purposeful
welds jumping out at you from a

Klein and the names - Pinnacle,

Quontum, Adept, Adroif - indicate

human skills rather than rock

crunching. The Rcscal is well suited

to its most famous rider, everyone's

unsung hero Tinker Juarez

The chassis
It's the flowing form of a Klein that

makes it stand out from the rest,

Cannondale come closest but even

they don't match the silky smooth

blend of tubes in a Klein frameset.

These are 6061 aluminium, especial"

ly drawn to Gary Klein's design and

mitred to produce a guarantee of 100

per cent true alignment. All cables

are internally routed through low

friction sleeves, avoiding the need

for external cable stops (but making

servicing less straight forward),

There are three sets of water bottle

bosses. The paintwork, anothel

Klein highlight, is a two-part high-

durability (Durathane) iob and

earned a 'Wash 'n' Go' tag from Jill,

as the only bike that hosed off shiny

clean without a brush.
The bottom bracket is offset to

improve chainline and drivetrain
rigidity, the rear dropouts are real

facing for greater stiffness/strength
and the chainstays flow from round

to square for increased strength.

rigidity and tyre clearance, with
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